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FRED T. WHITE, CMW21

I hope the anecdotes 
I’ve been sharing 
for the past few 

months about my time 
running a small busi-
ness have been help-
ful and entertaining to 
some of you. One of 
my proudest memo-
ries is of the time we 
opened our jewelry 
store and had cus-
tomers coming in; our 
hope was that we 
could be of service  
to our community. We 

served the community for 26 years 
in the same location and had a lot 
of good and not-so-good experi-
ences. (Gun-point robberies are not 
too pleasant.) 
 We took a lot of pride in what 
we did, whether it was repairing a 
watch, clock, or a piece of jewelry, 
many of which were family heirlooms. Pride is 
defined as “great self-esteem; dignity.” We tried 
to finish each job and restore it to its original 
“like new” condition whenever possible. We 
worked to a high standard and wanted to hear, 
“Wow, that looks great!” or a report back that 
the watch or clock was keeping good time. 
 We had printed on our thank-you envelopes: 
“IF YOU ARE HAPPY WITH WHAT WE DID FOR 
YOU, TELL SOMEONE ABOUT US. IF YOU ARE 
UNHAPPY, TELL US.” We were prompted to put 
this on our envelopes when a lady brought in 
a ring that she had just had made by another 

jeweler and was very unhappy with the results. 
I said, “Why not take it back to him?” She said, 
“He was so proud of his work that I cannot take 
it back.” I said that we would make the ring for 
her but we needed a sketch of what she wanted. 
She produced a very good sketch of what she 
wanted: her engagement diamond in the center 
and her mother’s and grandmother's engage-
ment diamonds on each side; all stones were set 
in four-prong heads, but not in a straight line. 
Right then and there the decision was made to 
use the tag line: “IF YOU ARE UNHAPPY TELL 
US, BECAUSE IF YOU DON’T WE WILL THINK 
EVERYTHING IS OK.”
 A happy customer might tell four of five peo-
ple about you, but an unhappy one will tell as 

many people as will listen. So, do 
whatever you can to keep custom-
ers happy. Don’t be so proud of 
your work that you can’t see that 
someone is unhappy. We recently 
had a bad dining experience. The 
restaurant was cluttered, tables 
weren’t clean—the place needed at-

tention. Our daughter told several of our friends 
about the bad experience with the statement: 
“I’ll never go back there again.” You and I do not 
want that to happen to our businesses. 
 Always listen to customers and watch their 
body language. Sometimes the body language 
speaks volumes. 
 In your business as well as your personal life, 
you can’t get more than you give any more than 
you can take a pint container to a well and bring 
back a gallon of water. You can’t give frowns and 
get back smiles; you can’t use a loud, angry voice 
and expect gentleness from others in return.

a message from the president

Fred T. White
fwhite@awci.com

“No one ever attains very eminent success by simply doing what is required of 
him. It is the amount and excellence of what is over and above the required that 

determines the greatness of ultimate distinction.”
~ Charles Kendall Adams

Don’t be so proud  
of your work that  
you can’t see that  

someone is unhappy.

Note of Appreciation
Mr. Jon Safranek  

has resigned from the AWCI Board of Directors.  
We thank him for his service and wish him well.
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 Jordan P. Ficklin
 jordan@awci.com

Members of the 
board of exam-
iners and CW21 

exam assessment and 
administration team met 
for a conference where 
we conducted an an-
nual review of our ex-
amination process. More 
details will appear in 
May’s Horological Times, 
but for now I just want 
to share that it was a  
really good conference, 
which I feel has already 
led to im-

proved administration of the exam 
with even more improvement on the 
near horizon.
 We opened our doors to a new 
crop of watchmakers with our In-
troduction to Watch Repair class. 
They were all very excited about our 
profession and we hope they will  
continue to progress towards becom-
ing professional watchmakers.
 Sixteen individuals came to head-
quarters to participate in the certi-
fication process. As with any exam, 
it can be a nerve-wracking experi-
ence, but hopefully it is an experience which 
leads to growth and improvement for those who 
pass and for those who do not. In this edition of 
Horological Times you can read about some of 
the history of AWCI and certification, and why it 
is an important voluntary part of this organiza-

tion. We've started a new series of articles that 
will allow us to look at the past in order to help 
us shape the future (see page 20).
 We had three one-day classes that covered 
the standard operating procedure for Rolex’s 
separation of function bezel design, which be-
gan appearing on watches in 2005. By the time 
you get this magazine we'll have wrapped up 
March with the midyear meeting of the Board of 
Directors, where we focused on the long-term 
plan for the institute.
 In the coming months we have another certifi-
cation at headquarters and a multitude of class-
es, including a three-day class for clockmakers 
on servicing the aging modern floor clock in the 

home. We hope to add more clock-
related classes in the future. The lev-
el of interest in the class will help us 
determine the frequency with which 
we add additional classes.
 I am also very excited about our 
annual convention in Kansas City on 
October 1-3. We will be celebrating 
the rebirth of the “American Watch-
making Spirit.” I have been talking 
to brands that are bringing watch 
manufacturing back to the US, and 
they are very excited about partici-
pating with AWCI.
 For those of you who are interest-

ed in restoration work, we have a class in Kansas 
City before the convention starts. Henrik Kor-
pela will teach the class, which covers high-end 
decoration and finishing techniques (seating is 
limited). We hope you will come for the class 
and stay for the convention.

a message from the executive directorJORDAN P. FICKLIN, CW21

In the coming 
months we have 
a multitude of  

classes, including a 
three-day class  

for clockmakers on 
servicing the aging 
modern floor clock  

in the home. 
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Editor’s Forum
I receive emails and phone 
calls from readers who want 
more information about 
something that was pub-
lished in Horological Times or 
who just want to comment 
on what they've read. I'd like 
to share these comments, 
questions, and answers with 
you. I also like to highlight 
what is in our current issue 
or share news or information 
that will be useful to you. I 
look forward to hearing from 
all HT readers.

Donna Hardy
Managing Editor

This Month's 
Cover
Take a Closer Look
Magnification is this month’s 
topic. The beautiful photo of 
loupes by Benjamin Lam might 
have been enough to convey 
our message, but we took it a 
step further.  Notice the pattern 
in the background. Does it look 
like something natural, such as
tiny leaves or frost? A closer in-
spection will reveal tiny balance 
staffs. Take an even closer look 
and you might spy a pallet fork 
or two . . . or more. So get out 
your loupes and start looking 
for those pallet forks. 
 Let us know how many pallet 
forks you find and where they’re 
located, and you’ll be entered in 

a drawing to win a DVD. In May’s 
issue of Horological Times, we’ll 
reveal how many and where the 
pallet forks are hidden. 
 While we’re on the subject 
of magnification, I’d like to add 
that I spent two days in the 
AWCI classroom during the 
Introduction to Watch Repair 
class in March. I took apart 
an ETA 6497 movement and 
put it back together (sort of) 
with much help from instruc-
tor Aaron Recksiek. Using a 
loupe was not totally new to 
me because I used to shoot 
slide film and view my slides 
through a loupe on a lightbox. 
But looking through the loupe 
and using tweezers to pick up 
that tiny cap jewel . . . well, I’d 
never done anything like that 
before! I came away with a 
new appreciation for the skills 
and dexterity of watchmakers. 
Thanks to Aaron and my fellow 
students for helping me learn 
more about watchmaking.  

A Letter of  
Appreciation
Good Morning Jordan and Cindy,

I just wanted to send a letter of 
how much the recent class on 
the 7750 was helpful and in-
formative to me. The class was 
money well spent on my part. 
I'm glad I was able to pay for it 
and take the time off without 
pay. Robert Flood was an excel-
lent instructor and very willing 
to teach, correct, and encour-
age us to do better. Many times 
in the retail end we are rushed 
and interrupted to do other 
“more urgent” matters. It was 
refreshing to sit down some-
what quietly and do a watch 
start to completion. Many of 
the items Mr. Flood pointed out 
and instructed us on can only 
make me a more confident and 
better watchmaker. His analysis 
of the operating functions and 
parameters was very educa-
tional. Please make sure that 
the Breitling Group is thanked 
for letting Mr. Flood teach the 
class. I'm sure he was missed 
by his family and coworkers. 
I am very thankful AWCI can 
partner with the manufactur-
ers to help us become better at 
our profession. The networking 
opportunities were excellent as 
well. I met a number of students 
whom were like-minded and 
helpful with other items (George 
was able to get me some info on 
repivoting that I already had in 
a book). I know from experience 
that many times there are abun-
dant, unsubstantiated, negative 

If you’d like to write for Horological Times, email editor@awci.com for our writer’s 
guidelines. Writers are paid 25 cents per word and receive a 10% bonus for 
submitting assigned articles early or on time.
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Like Us on Facebook!
Our Facebook following is growing. Don’t miss out on extra content, such as videos, 
links, and photos, on facebook.com/HorologicalTimes
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Front Row (left to right): Armen Anserlian, Ronald Martinez, Garo Avakian, Roberto Arevalo Jr., Stan Boychuk, Gabriel 
Angeles
Back Row (left to right): Khalid Saaty, George Crowell, Daniele Del Vecchio, Casey Clearman, Robert Flood (Instructor, 
Breitling), Scott Walters, Dalfret Martin

comments out in cyber-
space about the institute. 
I want you to know that 
you are doing a good job 
of enhancing the profes-
sional end of horology. 
Look forward to seeing 
everyone in March. In the 
meantime, keep up the 
good work!

Sincerely,
Scott Walters

When you are not sure 
if you can get parts:
Visit AWCI’s Brand Directory  

awci.com/brand-directory

When members of the watch-collecting community visit the directory, they will see 
critical information to help them make an informed decision about purchasing a 
watch based on the brand’s after-sales service and spare parts policies. As a mem-
ber of AWCI, when you log in to the webpage, you will see the complete survey 
responses and contact information.
 When you see a brand that isn’t on the list, we would like your help. A blank 
copy of the full survey is available at awci.com. Please take every opportunity to ask 
watch brands to participate in the survey. Record your responses and send them to 
AWCI so we can update our directory.
 Brand representatives who feel their company has been misrepresented should 
contact AWCI so that we can accurately report their company’s policies.

We hope this directory will be a valuable tool in your workshop. 

October 1-3

2015
Annual Convention &  

Educational Symposium
Kansas City, Missouri

Join us as we celebrate the  
rebirth of the American Watchmaking Spirit

for more information visit  
awci.com/symposium
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calendar

April 13-17
$1,000
The Art of Watch Adjusting:  
Escapement, Timing, and  
Oscillator Work
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

This intense five-day course will help you refine your 
adjusting skills. The course covers all of the adjust-
ments for the Swiss lever escapement, hairspring, and 
balance. Also covered is the ETAChron system.

April 27-May 1
$1,000
Essential Micromechanics: The 
Watchmaker’s Lathe
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

The purpose of this class is to teach students funda-
mental micromechanical skills involving the watch-
maker’s lathe. This includes preparing and sharpening 
gravers, basic cutting geometry, turning cylinders in 
brass & steel, drilling on the lathe, parting off, measur-
ing, and will include barrel bushing manufacturing. 

May 4-6
$750
Servicing the Aging Modern Floor 
Clock in the Home
Instructor: Michael Gainey, CC21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

This three-day class focuses on repairs to the modern 
floor-clock movement that can be completed in the 
home as well as determining when the clock needs 
to go to the shop. The class will cover every aspect of 

in-home servicing, from taking the initial phone call 
to performing the actual repairs, and everything in 
between. We will be examining through a series of 
photographs the most common problems encountered 
when repairing the aging modern floor-clock move-
ment and how to correct them. We will also perform 
hands-on repairs and adjustments to the modern 
Hermle floor-clock movement. Michael will share the 
wisdom and knowledge he has obtained over the 
last 36 years completing 20,000 house calls that have 
enabled him to troubleshoot almost any mechanical 
problem in a matter of minutes. 

May 11-15
$1,000
Advanced 21: Rolex 3035—Topics 
and Areas of study
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

Topics Include: Identifying counterfeits, knowledge 
of the numbering system, pre-cleaning procedures, 
movement service, the regulating system, the 
automatic system, the calendar system, special case 
requirements, and water testing. Included in this 
course of study is a comprehensive service manual 
written specifically for our members to use during this 
course and as a reference for future repairs.

May 18-22
$2,495
CW21 Exam
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

June 8-12
$1,000
21st Century Watchmaking 
Standards—Understanding the 
fundamental expectations of 
manufacturers, consumers, and 
industry in modern watch repair
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

This course will teach students the fundamentals of 
modern mechanical watch repair for models most 
prevalent on the market today. Topics covered will 
include cleanliness, lubrication, endshake adjustment 
and may include verification and analysis of escape-
ment function. Prerequisites: Basic understanding of 
manual wind watch function, knowledge of watch 
terminology, and ownership of basic hand tools. 

June 22-26
$1,000
Quartz & Quartz Chronograph  
Service Procedures & Diagnostics
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

The purpose of this course is to teach the student all 
the fundamentals of modern basic quartz watch repair 
and quartz chronographs that are most prevalent in 
today’s market. The student will learn how to perform 
the various important electronic tests, e.g., current 
consumption, coil resistance, lower working voltage, 
fault finding, etc.

A M E R I C A N  W A T C H M A K E R S - C L O C K M A K E R S  I N S T I T U T E

Prices below reflect member's discount! Not sure which course to sign up for? Please log on to our website and fill out the Professional Experience Question-
naire. Contact us so we can help you find the best course suited to your skill level, expertise, and interests.
Don’t see the course you want here? We are always trying to expand and improve our course offerings and we welcome suggestions. We may also have a 
course already developed that isn’t scheduled, and we can try to accommodate you.
Looking for someone to come to your business, chapter, or guild to teach a course? We do that too. Please contact our education and certification coordinator 
for more information.
We hope to see you, your friends, and your associates in our classroom soon!

AWCI is pleased to announce that Tom Schomaker has returned to the AWCI classroom as our full-time watch-
making instructor. Mr. Schomaker brings with him many years of watchmaking experience as well as a passion 
and talent for teaching. Mr. Schomaker’s return to the classroom means AWCI will be able to continue to provide 
high-quality continuing education for watchmakers of all skill levels. Whether you are just starting out or have 30 
years’ experience we guarantee you can learn something in our state-of-the-art classroom. Together with the sup-
port of the education committee and the REC, AWCI is working to introduce classes designed to help train retail 
watch technicians, develop certified watchmakers, and prepare a new generation of master watchmakers.
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For additional details about specific courses in comprehensive syllabi form, including complete tool lists,  
visit: http://www.awci.com/education-certification/education2/list-of-continuing-education-courses/  

or contact Cindy Whitehead at 866-FOR-AWCI (367-2924), ext. 303.

July 13-17
$1,095
Modern Automatic Wristwatches
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

The purpose of this course is to teach the student all 
the fundamentals of modern mechanical automatic 
watch repair that are most prevalent in today’s 
market. The student will learn how to perform repairs 
on the various components, cleaning, assembling, 
adjustments, dialing, and casing.  

July 20-24
$1,095
The Art of Watch Adjusting;  
Escapement, Timing &  
Oscillator Work 
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

This intense five-day course will help you refine your 
adjusting skills. The course covers all of the adjust-
ments for the Swiss lever escapement, hairspring, and 
balance. Also covered is the ETAChron system.

July 27-29
$2,495
CW21 Exam
Lititz Watch Technicum
Lititz, Pennsylvania

August 3-7
$1,095
Modern Mechanical  
Chronograph—ETA 7750
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

This course focuses on the service and adjustment of 
modern mechanical chronographs like the ETA 7750 
and is the perfect course for anyone preparing for the 
CW21 Exam. Students should have a solid understand-
ing of basic service procedures as this course will 
focus on the chronograph mechanism itself.

August 17-19
$2,495
CW21 Exam
North Seattle
Community College
Seattle, Washington

September 7-11
$1,095
Vintage Wristwatch Service Procedures
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

A new class from AWCI focusing on the unique service 
requirements for vintage watches. Prerequisites: 
Completion of 21st Century Watchmaking Standards 
course, CW21, WOSTEP, or instructor approval. 

September 28-29
$595
High-End Decoration & Refinishing
Instructor: Henrik Korpela, K&H 
Watchmaking Competence Center in  
Le Locle, Switzerland
Kansas City, Missouri

Mr. Korpela will travel from Switzerland where he is 
the instructor at the K&H Competence Center in Le 
Locle to attend the AWCI convention and give a two-
day seminar on high-end horological decoration and 
finishing. The course, which takes place just ahead of 
the AWCI Annual Convention and Chronometer Club 
Seminar, is limited to 12 students. Topics covered will 
include black polishing (specular polishing) screws, 
round polishing screws, and bluing steeled compo-
nents. If time allows, additional topics may include 
applying straight grain finishes and sablage (a matte 
finish with characteristics similar to sandblasting.)

October 1-3
$499
AWCI Convention
Hotel Phillips
Kansas City, Missouri

October 12-16
$1,095
Advanced 21: Rolex Caliber TBA

November 2-6
$2,495
CW21 Exam
OSU
Okmulgee, Oklahoma

November 9-13
$1,095
Advanced 21: Rolex Caliber TBA

November 16-20
$1,350 (includes polishing kit)
Case & Bracelet Refinishing
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

Today’s luxury watch consumer demands perfection. 
This course is perfect for the watchmaker or dedicated 
refinisher. It will help you achieve the different 
finishes on modern watch cases. Also covered is 
disassembly and assembly of common watch cases. 

A M E R I C A N  W A T C H M A K E R S - C L O C K M A K E R S  I N S T I T U T E
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What Can a Microscope Do for Your Business?
Is it time to upgrade yours?  

  By Craig R. Stone, CW21

All watchmakers know that having a micro-
scope can be a great asset. Those who have 

done Swatch Group training on coaxial escapement 
calibers know that a microscope with at least a 50x 
magnification is required to do the lubrication of 
the escapement. All others know that microscopes 
are handy for finding bent spots on hairsprings or 
for doing very close examinations of pivots. The 
old base type of laboratory microscope will handle 
these tasks quite well, Figure 1.
 Although I admit I am a tool hound always in 
search of a better, more efficient tooI, I also would 
not suggest you purchase a tool you do not need 
or will not use. If I buy a tool, I want to make sure 
it is going to make me money or save me money. 
Since the price of microscopes had been dropping, 
we at Illinois Watch Company retired the old 50x 
GemOro microscope that I had been using for the 
last 14 years. Yes, I still have it since it is always good 
to have a backup. About four years ago, I chose to 

upgrade to a microscope with more power. The 
new microscope, AMSCOPE SW-3T24-FRL-MT, can 
magnify up to 200x. We also wanted the microscope 
to have a camera to take pictures of what we were 
seeing with the new higher magnification, Figure 
2. The camera can be put on continuous use and 
what is being viewed by the eyepieces can also 
be displayed on a monitor. If a unique situation or 
a training opportunity occurs while working on a 
watch, I can display it on the screen for everyone 
in the shop to see. This is much better than having 
everyone try to look over my shoulder: the item I’m 
trying to show will surely not be seen by all, and 
therefore it is a waste of time and money. We soon 
discovered after setting up this new microscope 
that we started taking pictures of watches more 
often when they came in. We could easily document 
damage, as you can see in Figure 3. This is a crack 
in a watchcase, and the brown stuff is oxidation 
forming on the very small crack. Since we were 

Feature: What Can a Microscope Do for Your Business?

The watchmakers at Illinois Watch Company have been effectively using 
a microscope to document watches during take-in, as a training tool, and 
for many other reasons. Read on to find out how two microscopes have 
helped their business.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2
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AWCI Has a Powerful New
Microscope in the Classroom

AWCI News: AWCI Has a Powerful New Microscope in the Classroom

AWCI has recently added a new microscope to 
the classroom. The new addition to the 

classroom is the Leica DMS300, a digital microscope 
with the capabilities of displaying watches and their 
components magnified from 15X to 750X on the 
high-definition television screens in our classroom. 
Those of you who attended the 2014 convention 
may have seen a similar microscope on loan from 
Leica. This unit was purchased with an educational 
discount offered by Leica.
 The new microscope will be a powerful tool in the 
classroom by allowing the instructor and student to 
see exactly the same image on the 19" monitor or by 
sharing the image with the entire class on our over-
head monitors. At high magnification there will be 
no doubt whether escape wheel teeth are hitting the 
impulse plane of the locking plane, and defects in 
pivots and teeth will be obvious as will the presence 
or absence of lubrication.
 Watch repair can obviously be performed with-
out 750X magnification, but today many watch man-
ufacturers recommend magnification as high as 
80X for specific operations. High-power magnifica-
tion allows watchmakers to confirm what they see 
under lower magnification and train their eyes to 
see defects even when using lower magnification.  

 The images ac-
companying this an-
nouncement should 
give you an idea of 
what can be seen 
at common levels of 
magnification rang-
ing from 4X to 40X 
in contrast to what is 
visible at 200X. 
 A microscope is an 
essential tool in the 
watchmaking class-
room and a valuable 
tool in the workshop.

Details
The Leica DMS300 has an integrated digital video 
camera that delivers real-time 1080P high-definition 
video via HDMI output. It can be connected directly 
to a laptop via USB for easy image capture, or imag-
es can be recorded to an SD card (both still images 
and high-definition videos).
 The parfocal optics mean that once you have an 
object in focus it stays in focus even if you change 
the level of magnification. The optics are also par-
centric, so items centered in the viewing area stay 
centered when you change levels of magnification. 
The zoom range has clickable stops, which are valu-
able if you are using the measuring software, and 
infinite positions if you are simply trying to get the 
best view of the item in question.
 The microscope has working distances ranging 
from 200mm (7 3/4") to 27mm (1"), depending on 
the specific objective being used with the micro-
scope, and a field of view ranging from 40mm to 
about 1mm.
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Reviewed by Robert D. Porter, CMW
Published by AWCI
8 1/2" by 11", 282 pages
ISBN 978-0-692-30108-1

ANTIQUE WATCH  
RESTORATION, VOLUME II

Book Review: Antique Watch Restoration, Volume II

A  ntique Watch Restoration, Volume II, pub- 
   lished in 2015, is a welcome addition to 
    Antique Watch Restoration, Volume I, 
which was published in 2012. Volume II is about 
the making of replacement parts that can no lon-
ger be obtained for antique watches. Consider-
able emphasis is given to making parts for many 
different types of escapements. 
 Archie Perkins has over 70 years of experience 
in the field of horology, having taught watchmak-
ing in the Elgin Watchmaker's College associated 
with the Elgin National Watch Company. His last 
teaching assignment was in the public vocation-
al school system of Denver, Colorado, where he 
taught for 32 years before retiring in 1983. He also 
conducted basic and advanced lathe courses for 
the American Watchmakers-Clockmakers Insti-
tute. He is recognized worldwide as one of the 
best, if not the best, draftsmen and instructors in 
the field of horology. 
 This new volume contains over 700 superbly 
drawn line drawings, with supporting text and 
many pictures, to clearly show you step-by-step 
how to use many different tools to expertly re-
store antique watches. Actually, many of the 
techniques depicted in this book are applicable 
to modern watch repair as well.
 Chapter 1, The Maintenance of Nonjeweled Piv-
ot Holes, shows you everything you need to know 
about closing worn pivot holes, broaching to size, 
countersinking, making and fitting bushings, as 
well as locating the center of an off-center pivot 
hole. The use of a depthing tool to restore the 
proper relationship between a gear set is pictured 
and explained. The use of several types of tools to 
make sure the pivot hole is perpendicular to the 
plate is well illustrated. The making and fitting of 
a barrel bridge for a suspended mainspring barrel 
is clearly shown and explained.
 Chapter 2, Setting Jewels and Making Jewel 
Settings, contains a wealth of information about 
the art of jeweling as used in antique watches. A 
few of the subjects discussed and illustrated in 
this chapter include: removing and replacing bro-

ken jewels; making 
and fitting several 
types of train and 
balance jewel settings to the watch; oiling balance 
hole and cap jewel settings; counterboring for 
screw heads; polishing the tops of jewel settings; 
setting friction jewels; and much more.  
 Chapter 3, The Verge Escapement, is about 
one of the earliest types of watch escapements. 
English and French verge escapements are de-
picted in exploded views to clearly show how 
they are made and adjusted to provide power 
to the balance assembly. You are shown how to 
make a verge escape wheel, as well as a balance 
staff, and how to fit the balance assembly to the 
movement. Making and fitting a balance staff for 
this type of escapement is probably one of the 
most difficult staffing jobs a watchmaker can do 
because the pallet orientation must be correct 
to function properly. This chapter will show you 
step-by-step how to do this difficult task.
 Chapter 4, The Duplex Escapement, is about 
another early type of escapement we see occa-
sionally. This chapter has many clear drawings to 
show you how several different types of this es-
capement function. You are also shown how to 
repivot, as well as how to make the slotted bal-
ance staff and how to make the locking jewel. 
Making the rather complicated duplex (meaning 
double) escape wheel is illustrated in great detail.
 Chapter 5, The Cylinder Escapement, shows 
you how the escapement functions and how to 
replace broken pivots with the special punches 
you can make. This chapter also describes in great 
detail how to make a replacement cylinder and 
escape wheel. You are also shown how to make 
the tools to produce these parts.
 Chapter 6, The Chronometer Escapement, de-
scribes the spring detent, the Hamilton, and the 
pivoted detent types of chronometer escape-
ments, how they function, and how to make re-
placement parts. As an example, you are shown 
step-by-step how to make a detent, how to hard-
en and temper, and how to fit the detent to the 

By Archie B. Perkins, CMW, FAWI, FNAWCC, FBHI
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AWCI News: 2015 Convention

Calling All Plus Ones! 
More Convention 2015 Information

I have been assisting with the AWCI conventions 
since the 40th anniversary celebration in the year 
2000. It has always been a pleasure for me to 

greet folks as they come into the hotel from vari-
ous parts of the country. The “once new” faces have 
become old friends, and I always look forward to 
meeting first-time attendees. Everyone is welcome; 
there are no cliques, no hierarchy of acceptance, just 
people involved in the watch or clock business as 
well as suppliers that serve them.
 We have found that taking the meeting “on the 
road” has added to the flavor of coming together 
for the business of the organization, and added 
adventure to the educational portion, vendor fair, 
and social networking. In the past, we have literally 
been on both the East and West Coasts, and this 
year we will be in the heart of America by visiting 
Kansas City, Missouri. 
 The first official day of the convention, October 
1, begins with a continental breakfast outside the 
main room where our keynote speaker will address 
the group. In the afternoon, there will be an affili-
ate chapter meeting followed by the Industry Ad-
visory Board meeting. All members and guests are 
encouraged to attend these open meetings, as you 
will hear about and understand the current affairs of 

your organization. Your participation is welcome. At 
the conclusion of these two meetings, members will 
gather to take the tour of the Jules Borel Company 
located a few steps away from our hotel. 
 Now, for the Plus One attendees! What will we do 
while the meetings and vendor fair and classes are 
going on?  We have planned several things for you: a 
trolley tour of the city, a shopping trip to the Coun-
try Club Plaza, a visit to the Hallmark Card museum 
at the Crown Center, lunch at a trendy restaurant, 
and time set aside for “dishing with the girls.” This 
is only April and we have more planning time ahead 
of us. Your Plus One admission gives you a choice 
of attending the offsite venues with the others, or 
doing something on your own, or taking part in the 
meetings and vendor fair. I might add that you will 
like the Hallmark museum. I had a chance to visit it 
briefly while doing a site visit to Kansas City. I could 
have spent an entire morning there. It is definitely a 
nostalgic trip back in time through Hallmark cards.
 The Country Club Plaza is an outdoor mall in a 
nice district within the city that has many shops 
and restaurants. For a full listing of stores, go to  
countryclubplaza.com and click on “shops.”

 Friday is the on-site vendor fair 
and buffet luncheon at the hotel. In 
the evening we will gather for our 
ELM Trust dinner, which will be held 
at the historic 101-year-old renovated 
Union Station. A Kansas City BBQ is 
the menu for the evening. Saturday is 
the day for the educational classes, 
and we have the annual awards ban-
quet on Saturday evening. There are 
many things to pack into a few days. I 
recommend that you put this on your 
calendar now. You will meet people 
with similar interests and make invalu-
able network connections. Stay tuned 
for more information as it develops!

By Terry Kurdzionak, Convention Committee Chairwoman

The Country Club Plaza
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The Time machine
 a glance aT The pasT To help shape The fuTure

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

29 30 31 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 1 2

3 4

Independence 
Day

June 1960

NOTES

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

27 28 29 30 1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Columbus Day

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

1 2

October 1959

NOTES

Recently I was able to spend some time in the library at AWCI headquarters in Harrison, Ohio. If you 
have never been there, I want to encourage you to take advantage of a continued educational class, 
and then spend some time in the library. Even if you cannot physically visit the library, many of the 

resources are available for loan, and if not, they can be scanned or copied by request. In my opinion, this edu-
cational resource is one of the best AWCI has to offer its members.
	 At	this	visit,	my	focus	was	to	obtain	information	about	the	history	of	certification	since	there	remains	much	
debate over the necessity of the program. Although I am still gathering information regarding earlier emphasis 
on	certification	and	education,	I	thought	I	would	take	this	opportunity	to	share	what	I	have	found	thus	far.	To	
begin with, I thought I would share an article that pre-dates the formation of AWI, which is now AWCI. This 
article by Norman D. Luth was in the October 1959 issue of the American Horologist and Jeweler magazine.

By Wesley Grau, CMW21, MBHI 

A serious misunderstand-
ing seems always to have 
existed within the United 
Horological Association 
of America as to the re-
lationship between mem-
bership and the proficien-
cy examination. 
 How often I’ve heard 
a watchmaker say: “If I 
have to take an examina-

tion to prove that I am a watchmaker, I’m not joining.” 
 This is the basis for a most unfortunate misunderstanding, 
since no national association of watchmakers insists that the 
members take a test to prove their skills.  A watchmaker is a 
watchmaker because that is the trade he is following and so long 
as he works at the bench and is interested enough in the benefits 
an association membership affords him that he pays his dues, he 
is a member in full standing.  

 All proficiency examinations and the recognition that goes 
with success in these tests are and always have been on a purely 
voluntary basis on the part of members, and represent just one 
of the many membership benefits which have been evolved 
through the years in the United Horological Association of 
America program.  
 With unification of the United Horological Association 
of America and the Horological Institute of America now un-
derway, I am particularly anxious to clarify this point so that 
watchmakers will know that there are no special requirements 
for membership in the new American Watchmakers Institute.  
 Although AWI will have a testing program, there will never 
be a reason for a watchmaker to say: “I don’t want to take an 
examination to be a member.”  Since no watchmaker will have 
to take an examination, this should prove no barrier to mem-
bership.   Proficiency or certification has only one purpose…
to open the door to higher standards of watchmaking for those 
who feel they will have a personal advantage by using the door.

One needs to realize that when this article was 
written, many states still had mandatory exams for  
licensing practicing watchmakers. Now I will share a 
statement from the second issue of the AWI’s News 
of and for the Watchmakers Industry, Vol. 1, No. 2, 
June, 1960. 

The Certification Commit-
tee has announced the new 
title of Master Watchmaker 
for all future AWI certifica-
tions…. Our GOAL – to 
have every AWI member a 
Master Watchmaker. [Sic]

Certification: A Historical View
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The ASCO Type C3 10x loupe

ASCO Type C3  
AChrOmATiC LOupe        
 By Wesley Simmons

I'm sure a few of you have seen those  
really expensive loupes on the web or 
in magazines. If you are like me, then 

you wondered what made these so special. More 
importantly, are they worth the money? Some may 
ask, “How could a loupe ever be worth that much 
money?” For these very reasons I bought an expen-
sive and advanced “in your eye” style watchmaker’s 
10x loupe.
 So far I have found three suppliers for ASCO. 
They are Cas-Ker, Star Time Supply, and Otto Frei. 
Of these three suppliers, Cas-Ker is the only one that 
seems to sell the Type C3 loupe. Their retail price 
is currently $200. This appears to be a good deal, 
since ASCO has it in their magnification catalog for 
$239. It is important to note that Cas-Ker has this 
loupe labeled as both aplanatic and achromatic.
 I ordered the ASCO Type C3 Achromatic 
loupe on a Friday and it was to arrive on a Mon-
day. So I had a weekend to think about what  
I had done. My expectations were that the loupe 
would be nice but not worth the money. Before  
ordering this loupe I had tried out the ASCO Type 
H 6.5x for about a week. So far, I have been using 
this loupe as my everyday loupe because its image 
is clear.
 Before I review this 
loupe let’s look at its 
specs first. The ASCO 
Type C3 has many ad-
vantages over an aver-
age loupe. It has a black 
matte finish on the in-
side of the loupe. This is 
an advantage because it 
reduces glare. This eye-
piece comes with blue-
tinted lenses. This is to 
reduce the amount of 
red spectrum your eye 
is receiving. The real ad-
vantage to this is when 
looking into a cap jewel 
you are able to look 
through it much more easily, effectively seeing if the 
whole jewel is chipped, or to see if the amount of oil 
is correct. The lenses in this loupe also are aplanatic, 
reducing spherical aberrations. This simply means it 

won't distort the image around the edges like some 
10x loupes do. This loupe’s major advantage is that 
it is achromatic. Achromatic means it puts multiple 
colors in the same focus point, giving the wearer a 
more true color of the original object. This aspect 
may be more useful for jewelers to inspect diamonds 
to grade color.
 With all these advantages, you should see as 
clearly as possible through this loupe. When looking 
through a loupe that has a clear image, you will make 
fewer mistakes, thus making the end repair better. 
Also, you only get two eyes so it's best to treat them 
well. Bad optics lead to eye strain, which can cause 
headaches. During long hours the last thing you 
need is a headache. A distraction of any kind is bad 
in our line of work.
 So, this loupe looks 
good on paper. But 
the only way to know 
for sure is to try it 
out. When I got this 
item in the mail on a 
Monday, Cas-Ker had 
it nicely packed and 
protected. I was sur-
prised to find out that 
it came with a case. It 
isn't the fanciest case 
in the world, but it is 
still a case to protect 
the new investment. 
As I took the loupe out 
of its case I noticed 
the blue-tinted lenses right away. These lenses are 
housed in what ASCO calls unbreakable plastic; I do 
not plan to put this to the test. It is what I would call 
a good-looking eye loupe.
 There was another thing I noticed right away: the 
lens is a bit smaller than the average 10x loupe. It 
measures 14mm while others are around 24mm. Per-
haps this is to cut down on cost. Part of the loupe 
can be screwed apart to clean or replace the lenses. 
This part is made of what appears to be aluminum. 
 I will admit that when I first looked through it, I  
thought there was nothing special about the image 
I was seeing. However, as I used it more I noticed 
more. We had a Bausch and Lomb 10x loupe to com-
pare to. The differences are amazing. Honestly, a co-

The matte black finish on the 
inside.

Product Review: ASCO Type C3 Achromatic Loupe

The ASCO 10x Type C3 loupe 
comes in a protective case.
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uSing The LAThe  
TO repAir LAnTern piniOnS        
 By Paul Corn

The purpose of this article is to show a tech-
nique for using the lathe to open and close the 
shrouds on lantern pinions. When using the 

lathe to open and close the shrouds, the repairer has 
a controlled push to accomplish this task, and the 
lantern pinion is held in a horizontal position. This 
makes it easier to remove and replace the trundles. 
The tailstock ram is used to do the pushing. You 
might think that this repair will need a push-and-pull 
action to open and close the shrouds. The arbor is 
pushed while the inside of the shroud is held station-
ary. This opens the shroud. The work is reversed in 
the lathe, the shroud is held stationary on the out-
side, and the arbor is pushed to close the shroud.     
 You’ll need certain tools to open and close lan-
tern pinions. You’ll need a lathe (a Sherline lathe is 
shown). You’ll also need a 2 1/2" PVC coupling and 
a crow’s foot, Figure 1. The crow’s foot is fabricated 
from a 1 1/4" x 3" x .090" flat stock that is sold in 
hardware stores. The V is 2" long with the open end 
1/2" and the small end 1/8". The crow’s foot is sawn 
out with a hacksaw and cleaned up with files. You 
will notice a stepped hole and a dimple in the crow’s 
foot. They are used for another operation dealing 
with cuckoo clock repairing. I like to make hand tools 
for multiple purposes. 
 Repairers will often open the holes to remove the 
worn trundles, or cut any bent trundles with a Dre-
mel cut-off disk and wiggle them out of the shrouds 
and open up the holes to place the new trundles. 
Then they re-stake the holes after the trundles are 
replaced. Sometimes the trundles are bent to a point 
where they can’t be removed by opening up the 
holes. It is difficult to cut only one trundle without 

cutting into other trundles. I find it easier to push 
open the shrouds, replace or repair the trundles, 
and then push to close the shrouds. Most of the time 
you don’t have to re-stake the holes. This technique 
works well for me.
 It seems to bother some repairers when pivots are 
held in the lathe headstock or tailstock chuck to re-
place the lantern trundles. I have probably done close 
to a hundred of these in my clock-repairing career, 
and I have never had a damaged pivot or shoulder 
due to placing the pivot in the lathe chuck to push the 
arbor because the pushing is done against the shoul-
der of the arbor when in the chuck not the pivot. If this 
is a concern, place a small, thin brass washer on the 
pivot, and the shoulder will be protected.
 The PVC coupling is placed in the three-jaw chuck, 
and the pivot is placed in the tailstock chuck lightly, 
Figure 2. The tailstock and gear assembly are pushed 
forward into the PVC coupling. Then the crow’s foot 
is placed between the shroud and the trundles, 
Figure 3. The tailstock is locked. Turning the tailstock 

Technical Discussion: Using the Lathe to Repair Lantern Pinions

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
Fig. 1
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A QuiCK-ChAnge TOOL pOST  
fOr The WATChmAKer’S LAThe   
 By Dale LaDue, CMW21

There are a number of modern and vintage 
tool posts available for the WW (Webster-
Whitcomb) and Moseley pattern watchmaker’s 

lathes. In today’s market, there is only a small 
demand for tooling designed and machined for 
these diminutive lathes. However, there are few 
quick-change tool posts for them. Looking over 19th- 
and 20th-century watch lathe and tool companies’ 
catalogs illustrates the plethora of lathe tooling that 
was being produced and marketed to the average 
watchmaker. There was certainly a market during 
that period. Today some watchmakers still want a 
fine tool or attachment that could be utilized. Past 
and present tool manufacturers all equate their fine 
tools with the best workmanship possible.
 Does today’s average watchmaker use the lathe 
as frequently as the watchmaker of the past? Is or 
was the need for a quick-change tool post really 
necessary for the average watchmaker? The answer, 
I believe, is no. However, for those who are now 
repairing vintage and antique watches, the quick-
change tool post may prove useful.
 The Swiss-made Tripan* quick-change tool posts 
are made in different sizes, from the diminutive 
watchmaker’s lathes to large engine lathes. Figure 
1 shows a tool holder that will hold square cutters. 
Round cutters can be held in place as well because 
a V groove is milled in the lower tool-holding platen. 
My preferred cutting tool material is 1/16" carbide 
rod with a formed cutting tip, mainly because of 
the small items that I machine. Figure 2 depicts how 
securely a section of rod can be held in this holder. 
The quick-change tool post as shown mounted on a 
slide rest in Figure 3 has a lever-and-cam-activated 

locking post that anchors the tool holder in place. 
Figure 4 shows the lever down and the locking bolt 
protruding slightly from the tool post’s apex. The 
bolt exerts sustained locking pressure, securing the 
tool holder’s base solidly to the tool post.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Technical Discussion: A Quick-Change Tool Post for the Watchmaker's Lathe
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Figure 22. In effect, by utilizing the steel square as 
“shim stock” virtually raised the cutter to within 
the range of the quick-change tool holder’s height 
adjustment.  Three sides of the 3/8" steel square 
were milled, one slightly wider for possibly a 1/8" 
rod, one off center for an on-center alignment with 
the clamp screws, and of course, the one centered 
holding the rod as shown in Figure 23.
 This is a versatile and robust little lathe accessory, 
as capable as its bigger brothers that accessorize 
much larger engine lathes. I have shown the carbide 

tooling that I prefer to use but you may have another 
preference. I am certain the Tripan quick-change tool 
post will excel in use.

Sources 
*Tripan Quick-Change Tool Post. anglo-swiss-tools.co.uk
**Sherline 8mm Collet to 3/4-16 Thread Adapter, #2090
***Sherline Four-Jaw Self-Centering Chuck, #1076 
****Accupro Carbide Products. MSC Industrial Supply Company, #48611099.  
 800-645-7270. mscdirect.com

Fig. 22 Fig. 23

Knowing how to properly repair watches and clocks saves time—while 
also generating additional traffic and profits. It also helps to protect 
and enhance the brands you promote as well as your reputation and 
integrity. Expertise through formal training is available through AWCI, 
and demand is growing! We invite you to learn more about the CW21 
and CC21 certification programs.

Time is Money

American Watchmakers-
Clockmakers Institute

701 Enterprise Drive
Harrison, OH 45030-1696

513-367-9800 or 866-367-2924
www.awci.com
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Sources

jckonline.com/

madisonavenuewatchweek.com/

Madison Avenue in New York City has 
the long-held reputation as the larg-
est marketplace in North America for 

fine watches. The Madison Avenue Business Im-
provement District would like to celebrate this 
fact and garner more interest for its business-
es. So they've created an annual event to draw 
more attention to their prestige within the in-
dustry. The Madison Avenue Watch Week was 
born in 2011. 
 The 2015 version of this event will include par-
ticipation from 13 fine timepiece brands: Lange 
& Söhne, Chopard, David Yurman, de Grisogono, 
Fabergé, FP Journe, Georg Jensen, Hublot, Jae-
ger-LeCoultre, John Varvatos, Montblanc, Pan-
erai, and Vacheron Constantin.
 The week kicks off on April 20 and runs 
through April 25, 2015. Events include but are 
not limited to: new timepiece releases, exhibi-
tions, artisan demonstrations, receptions, and 
in-store events. The proceedings are primarily 
geared toward a retailer-to-customer dynamic 
but will inevitably include participation from the 
watchmakers and specialists working at the bou-
tiques. Details of events will be released as the 
event draws closer. You can see all the events at 
madisonavenuewatchweek.com.

By Aaron Recksiek, CW21 By Aaron Recksiek, CW21

Industry NEWS
Costco Gets  
Court Nod to Sell 
Gray Market
Omega  
Watches  
On January 20, 2015, the United States 

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals up-
held a Central District of California 

district court judgment that paved the way to 
continue to allow Costco to sell “Gray Market” 
watches. Gray Market watches refer to legal, 
noncounterfeit watches, sold outside normal 
distribution channels by entities which have no 
authorized distribution with the producer of the 
watches.
 The decision ends an 11-year dispute be-
tween the two companies that began with 
Costco purchasing 117 Seamasters they had ac-
quired from a New York-based company, ENE 
Limited, which purchased the watches from for-
eign distributors that had received the watches 
at discounted prices. Costco was able to offer 
the watches in stores in California for $600 less 
than authorized US retailers. These dealers ulti-
mately began to complain to Omega.
 To combat this problem, Omega began to 
etch a small 3mm-diameter globe on the case 
back of their watches, which they had copyright-
ed. Their initial suit against Costco came in 2007 
when Omega accused Costco of copyright in-
fringement because Omega did not authorize the 
importation or resale of the copyrighted material. 
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Getting Ready  

 for Basel
 By Jack Kurdzionak, CW21, FAWCI

Column: From the Workshop

In        1994, at the insistence of my wife, I de-
cided to join the annual Henry B. Fried 
tour group. That year’s two-week tour 

featured travel to Switzerland, Germany, and 
Denmark, visiting factories and museums, meet-
ing privately with watch and clock collectors, and 
spending a day at the Basel Fair. I had never been 
out of the US before, so getting a passport was 
the first order of business. Nick Lerescu, the tour 
group operator made all of the travel arrange-
ments for each participant, which made it easy 
for a novice traveler such as myself. In advance of 
leaving, Nick sent all participants a detailed itiner-
ary that even included a list of suggested clothes 
to have for each visit. That was very helpful for 
packing my luggage. Finally, it was time to leave 

home, and I boarded the plane at Boston for a di-
rect overnight flight to Zurich. I thought I could 
sleep on the plane, but my excitement about the 
trip kept me up all the way to Switzerland.
 After clearing customs, I walked into the main 
concourse and saw a few folks talking to Henry 
Fried, who was sitting on a bench. That was our 
meeting place and we waited there until all ar-
rived. We then boarded a tour bus and made our 
way to Bienne. Our hotel in Bienne was very close 
to the Omega and Rolex factories. Finally, after 
being in the watch repair business for 24 years, 
I was there in the watch country—Switzerland. 
The next morning we took our bus to Basel. My 
first impression of Swiss traffic was that it was at 
least as bad as Boston and perhaps worse. I asked 

March in New Hampshire
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driving in the passing lane without passing cars 
on one’s right is out of order. The Swiss police do 
not set up visible speed traps to catch speeders; 
they just have plenty of cameras that record your 
speed and plate number. When you violate the 
speed limit, they send a ticket in the mail, even 
to the US, with a fine proportional to the size of 
the speeding violation. My only speeding ticket 
was for 1 KPH over the limit, and that generated a 
20-Swiss-franc fine. 
 Lodging in Switzerland can be expensive. The 
accommodations are always clean, neat, and ef-
ficient. The rooms are small when compared to 
American hotels. Breakfast is often included in the 
price of the room, and the price quoted is the price 
you pay. No extra taxes, fees, or surcharges. If the 
room is 150 francs, that is the final price. Parking 
lots at hotels are scarce and often nonexistent. 
The first hotel I booked for us in 1996 advertised 
parking as available. What that meant was there 
was a public parking lot nearby and no “on street” 
parking. Since the year 2000, we have been stay-
ing at a hotel in a village about 20 miles from Basel 
that has a huge parking lot and a great restaurant 
in the hotel. The owner saves a room for us each 
year so that we always have a place to stay during 
the fair. It is nearly impossible to get a hotel room 
in or in close proximity to Basel without booking a 
year in advance. Even our village hotel can be fully 
rented during the fair. 
 The Basel Fair is open for eight days, but I think 
only the vendors spend that much time there. A 
couple of days allow plenty of time for the visi-
tor to get an overview of the enormity of the dis-
plays. For visitors who are doing serious business 

at the fair, appointments are necessary. We make 
many of them before leaving the US and fill out 
our schedule with others once we arrive. The ven-
dors, especially the ones with popular brands, are 
usually fully scheduled. Visitors cannot just stop 
by a booth and expect to meet with a salesper-
son without an appointment. The major company 
booths have professional greeters at the desk to 
assist visitors with appointments. Conservative 
business attire is appropriate for Basel visitors, 
and buyers always carry an adequate supply of 
business cards. The greeters always ask for a busi-
ness card from every visitor as a first step in mak-
ing an appointment. Vendors who display at Basel 
make a tremendous investment to be there, and 
they will not permit their staff to waste any time. 
They are there to sell and take orders. 
 I always spend considerable time with the tool 
vendors. They are not in the main building with 
the expensive watch brands, but occupy a full 
floor of a separate building. Their clientele is less 
numerous than those of the watch brands, so one 
can spend more time checking out the products 
from Bergeon, Horotec, Witschi, Greiner, and nu-
merous others. Watchmakers who visit the fair 
congregate at the tool and machine area while the 
watch and jewelry buyers visit the watch brands. 
 If you want to spend a great vacation in Swit-
zerland, plan on visiting during the springtime 
and be certain to include a few days at the Ba-
sel Fair. You will not be disappointed. Check out 
the photos of March here in New Hampshire and 
March in Kappel, a small Swiss village not too far 
from Basel.

The Watch Repairer’s Manual
 by Henry B. Fried

Back in print again after not being available for over a year!

This book is frequently used as the textbook for courses in watch and 
clock repair. It is ideal for individual study as well. Published in 1986, 
the 4th edition includes the six chapters on case settings and winding 
systems, motor barrels and jeweled main wheels, the verge fusee 
watch, repairing fusee chains, how to make a verge (staff), and the 
duplex escapement, which were not present in earlier editions. A total 
of 26 chapters comprise this 456-page book, along with a glossary, 
appendices, and over 550 illustrations.

Written by Henry B. Fried, dean of American watchmakers, 
BHI Silver Medalist, and honored teacher, this book is the 
perfect reference for the beginner, the trade watchmaker, 
hobbyist, collector, or anyone interested in horology.
To order, go to the online store at www.awci.com.
Recommended reading for CW21 certification

$59.99

Column: From the Workshop



Are you AWCI Certified? 
Is your training up to date?

Customers who receive 

high-quality, professional watch repair services
are more likely to make

watch and jewelry purchases in your store
time and time again.

CW21 and CMW21 watchmakers have proven their skills to a professional 
Board of Examiners. They have a track record for producing high-quality 
repairs with very few warranty issues.

A Certified Watchmaker 
• Elevates your store above the competition.
• Gives your customers confidence in your service.
• Enhances the brands you carry and promotes both your   
 reputation and integrity.

 Invest in your business with membership in AWCI, through continuing 

education classes, and by becoming certified. These are the building 

blocks to the success of your watch repair business.

 American Watchmakers-Clockmakers Institute would like to offer 

you the opportunity to obtain the training for your employees that can 

elevate their capabilities to the highest standards in the industry. We 

offer training from the finest instructors in the industry on topics from 

basic to advanced.

AWCI Training Includes: 
• Basic Watchmaking I, II, & III
• Modern Chronograph 7750
• The Art of Watch Adjusting: Escapement, Timing & Oscillator Work
• Basic Lathe Work
• Modern Automatic Watches
• Quartz Watch Repair & Testing
• Polishing & Refinishing
• Precision Timing & Adjusting (advanced class)

Call or email our Education & Certification Coordinator for more information:
education@awci.com certification@awci.com
Phone: 1-866-367-2924, ext. 303
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Minnesota Clockmakers Guild (MCG)
The March meeting was on Thursday, March 5, 2015 
at 7:00 p.m. The meeting took place at Jim Fioren-
tino’s Cuckoo Clock Museum in Minneapolis, Minne-
sota. The program was a visit to Jim’s museum with 
a chance to view all the cuckoo clocks he has on dis-
play and various other unique items he has gathered 
and repaired. 
 The February meeting was a demonstration and 
discussion of how to repair the spring hook in a bar-
rel with a rivet by Ron Widenhoefer. He had tools 
and materials to represent each step of the process 
he uses. The door prize was Seth Thomas Times Four 
by Steven Conover. It was donated by Bob Gunder-
shaug and won by Chuck Sandager.
 Susan Wood shared a GE X-ray Developing Inter-
val Timer mechanism. Oscar Long shared an escape 
wheel with a bent hairspring that he wanted straight-
ened. Richard Zielike shared the movement from a 
porcelain novelty clock with a new cut pinion. Jeff 
Pomeroy shared two books he is currently reading, 
Watch & Clock Bulletin on the Antikythera Movement 
and A Grand Complication. Tom Wall shared some 
clock and watch items he wanted to sell, including a 
paper clock kit that had to be cut out.

Future MCG Meetings/Topics 

April 2, 2015 - Visit to Stratus Systems, a 3D printer  
manufacturing company
May 9, 2015 - Joint MCG-MWCA Symposium
May 29-30, 2015 - OTL Auction
June 4, 2015 - Clock Case Repairs with John Schumacher
July 9, 2015 - Precision Pendulums with Donald Davies
company

MCG OFFICERS 
President:  Richard Zielike  

Phone 952-938-0681

Email richard@edinaclock.com

Treasurer:  Garth Antila  

Phone 715-386-3575

Email 3mgarth@gmail.com

Secretary:  Dean Ziegenbein  

Phone 952-322-4776

Email dpz72@hotmail.com 

Affiliate Chapter NEWS

Susan Wood shared a GE X-ray Developing Interval 
Timer mechanism.

Tom Wall shared some clock and watch items he 
wanted to sell, including a paper clock kit that had to 
be cut out.

Ron Widenhoefer explaining the process he uses to 
replace a broken barrel spring hook with a rivet.
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